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1 INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3D) problems are today solved in great detail up to supercomputer scale
with codes relying on domain decomposition. With the increase in computational power and the
advance in algorithms, also the solution of higher-dimensional problems comes within the realm of
the possible. With this contribution, we target moderately high-dimensional (≤six-dimensional 
(6D)) problems with complex geometry requirements in some of the dimensions. Our primary
target are kinetic equations that describe the evolution of a distribution function in phase space.
Such Boltzmann-type equations are for instance used in the modeling of magnetic confinement
fusion, where the evolution of a plasma is described by a distribution function that evolves accord-
ing to the Vlasov equation coupled to a system of Maxwell’s equations for its self-consistent fields.
Other areas of the application of phase space are, e.g., cosmic microwave background radiation or
magnetic reconnection in the Earth’s magnetosphere.

In phase space applications, there are two distinct sets of variables, configuration space and
velocity space, with the distribution function nonlinearly coupled to additional equations in the
configuration space. Especially in configuration space, the domain can be geometrically complex
(e.g., torus-like shapes as in the case of tokamak and stellarator fusion reactors), necessitating a
flexible description of unstructured meshes as is commonly provided by finite-element method
(FEM) libraries for grids in up to three dimensions. In the fusion community, the focus has shifted
from simulations of the core to simulations of the edge and scrape-off layer, where the geometry
of the problem gets more involved and density profiles get less homogeneous.

With the library hyper.deal, we are targeting phase-space simulation with complex geometry
requirements in either dimension: two separate possibly complex meshes describing configuration
space and velocity space are defined based on the capabilities of a “low-dimensional” finite-element
library, in our case the library deal.II [4, 5], and combined by taking their tensor product on the
fly. The equations we have in mind are advection-dominated, which is why we mostly focus on
the discretization of the advection equation in this article.

The presented concept is not limited to the description of the phase space. Possible applications
of a high-dimensional FEM library, like hyper.deal, could for instance include 3D problems that
involve a low-dimensional parameter space or low-dimensional Fokker–Planck-type equations,
e.g., the Black–Scholes equation for option pricing in mathematical finance.

1.1 Related Work

While the solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) on complex domains in up to three
dimensions is a well-studied problem, PDEs on complex domains in dimensions higher than three
are not tackled by generic FEM libraries to date. Some libraries have started to extend their ca-

pabilities to higher dimensions on structured grids. An example is the YaspGrid module of the
finite-element library DUNE, which implements structured grids in arbitrary dimensions [8]. In [37],
Helmholtz equations on adaptive structured grids up to d = 4 are studied. Higher-dimensional



problems are also solved based on sparse grids [17] or low-rank tensors [6]. However, these
techniques require a certain low-rank structure of the solution. In the plasma community, some
specialized codes exist that target gyrokinetic or kinetic equations. The Gekyll code [18] is a
discontinuous Galerkin (DG) solver for plasma physics applications, and a fully kinetic version
for Cartesian grids was presented in [22]. The authors use higher-order serendipity elements to
reduce the number of degrees of freedom (DoF).

The specifics of domain decomposition in higher dimensions have only been studied recently.
In [27], a 6D domain decomposition for a semi-Lagrangian solver on a Cartesian grid of the Vlasov–
Poisson system was investigated and the high demands on memory transfer between neighboring
processes due to the increased surface-to-volume ratio with increasing dimensionality were high-
lighted. The parallelization of a similar algorithm has also been addressed in [42]. However, the
domain decomposition is limited to configuration space in that work, which poses a strong limit
to the scalability of the implementation.

The most widespread algorithm for solving problems in high-dimensional phase space is a solu-
tion based on the particle-in-cell method. While this method scales very well to high dimensions
and features automatic adaptivity in velocity space, it suffers from inherent noise. Grid-based codes,
as proposed in this work, may provide a promising alternative, as discussed, e.g., in [15].

1.2 Our Contribution

This work shows a way to extend a low-dimensional general-purpose high-order matrix-free FEM
library to high dimensions. We discuss how to cope with possible performance deteriorations due
to the “curse of dimensionality” and present special-purpose concepts exploiting the structure of
the phase space. In particular, we show how to create a high-dimensional triangulation by taking
the tensor product of possibly unstructured partitioned triangulations from a low-dimensional
FEM library. This way to construct a triangulation enables us to re-use information related to the
low-dimensional finite-element space, quadrature, and mapping and to combine the information
on the fly.

We evaluate cell and face integrals with a matrix-free approach, using highly-optimized sum-
factorization kernels: this involves loading the portion of the solution vector describing the ele-
ment unknowns and computing derived quantities such as values or gradients at the quadrature
points. We have investigated different sequences to loop over cells and faces and show the ad-
vantage of looping over all cells and processing in direct succession all 2d faces of a cell in an
element-centric manner (ECL). In regard to parallelization, we discuss the usage of explicit
SIMD vectorization over multiple elements, domain decomposition based on the domain decom-
position of the low-dimensional triangulations, and shared-memory parallelization using MPI-3.0
features, all taking hardware characteristics into account.

The concepts described in this work have been implemented and are available under the
LGPL 3.0 license as the library hyper.deal hosted at https://github.com/hyperdeal/hyperdeal. It
extends, as an example, the open-source FEM library deal.II [4] to high dimensions. Analyses of
both the node-level performance and strong/weak scaling conducted for this library confirm the
suitability of the proposed concepts for solving partial differential equations in high dimensions.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the model prob-
lem equation and discretize it with a skew-symmetric DG approach. Section 3 introduces the con-
cept of a tensor product of partitioned low-dimensional meshes and details its implementation for
phase space. In Section 4, we describe a shared-memory vector based on MPI-3.0, which keeps the
memory overhead due to ghost regions to a minimum without the requirement to add a second
parallelization concept. Section 5 presents performance results for the advection equation, con-
firming the efficiency of the design decisions made during the implementation. Section 6 explains

https://github.com/hyperdeal/hyperdeal


how hyper.deal can efficiently be combined with a deal.II-based Poisson solver and shows
scaling results for a benchmark problem from plasma physics. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our
conclusions and points to further research directions.

2 DISCRETIZATION WITH DG METHODS

2.1 Model Problem

For the analysis of our algorithms and implementations, we consider the advection equation on
the d-dimensional domain Ω:

∂ f

∂t
+ ∇ · (�a(t , �x ) f ) = 0 on Ω × [0, tfinal], (1)

with �a(t , �x ) being the time- and space-dependent advection coefficient. The system is closed by
an initial condition f (0, �x ) and suitable boundary conditions. In the following, we concentrate on
periodic boundary conditions. We will discuss the Vlasov–Poisson equation in Section 6, where we
combine the advection solver from the library hyper.deal and a Poisson solver based on deal.II.

2.2 DG Discretization of the Advection Equation

High-order DG methods are attractive methods for solving hyperbolic partial differential equa-
tions like (1) due to their high accuracy in terms of dispersion and dissipation, while maintaining
geometric flexibility through unstructured grids [21]. The skew-symmetric DG discretization of
Equation (1) reads as follows [26]:(

д,
∂ f

∂ t

)
Ω(e )

= (д,−β (�a · ∇f ))Ω(e ) + (∇д, (1 − β )�af )Ω(e ) −
〈
д, �n · (�af )∗ − βu− (�n · �a)

〉
Γ(e ) , (2)

with the element domain Ω(e ) ,д the test function, and (�af )∗ being the numerical flux, like a central
(α = 0) or an upwind flux (α = 1):

(�af )∗ =
1

2

(
( f − + f +) (�n · �a) + ( f − − f +) |�n · �a |) · α )

. (3)

The factor β controls the formulation of the flux: β = 1
2 represents the skew-symmetric version,

whereas β = 0 corresponds to the conservative DG method, see also [26]. Integration
∫

Ω
dΩ and

derivation∇ are not performed in the real space but in the reference space Ω(e )
0 and Γ(e )

0 and require

a mapping to the reference coordinates, i.e.,
∫

Ω
dΩ =

∫
Ω(e ) |J | dΩ(e ) and ∇ = J−T∇�ξ , where J

is the Jacobian matrix of the mapping from reference to real space and |J | its determinant.
To discretize this equation in space, we use a tensor product of one-dimensional (1D) nodal

polynomials with nodes in the Gauss–Lobatto points. These nodal polynomials are chosen to en-
sure minimal data access on faces [39]. The integrals are evaluated numerically by weighted sums.
We consider both the usual Gauss(–Legendre) quadrature rules and the integration directly in the
Gauss–Lobatto points without the need for interpolation (collocation setup [13]). The resulting
semi-discrete system has the following form:

M ∂
�f

∂t
= A ( �f , t ) ↔ ∂ �f

∂t
=M−1A ( �f , t ), (4)

where f� is the vector containing the coefficients for the polynomial approximation of  f , M the 
mass matrix, and A the discrete advection operator. This system of ordinary differential equations 
can be solved with classical time integration schemes, such as explicit Runge–Kutta methods. They 
require the right-hand side M−1A ( f�, t ) to be evaluated efficiently. The particular structure of the 
mass matrix M should be noted: it is diagonal in the collocation case and block-diagonal with



Table 1. Estimated Working Set of Different Stages of a Matrix-free Evaluation of the
Advection Operator for ECL with Shape Functions of Polynomial Degree k and

nq Quadrature Points in Each Direction

Stage Working set

(1) Sum factorization > max
(
(k + 1)d , nd

q

)
(2) Derived quantities > (d + 1) · nd

q

(3) Flux computation � (k + 1)d + 2 · d · (k + 1)d−1

(1) Includes both the source and the destination element vector; (2) includes the buffers needed during

testing and face evaluation; and (3) includes the DoFs of neighboring cells, needed during flux computation.

Table 2. Estimated Minimal Memory Consumption for D-dimensional
Advection Simulations with N DoFs on p Processes, nq = k + 1, 3 Vectors

(one with Ghost Values), and Pre-computed Mapping Data

Reason Times Amount

(1) Vector 3 · N

(2) Ghost DoFs (+buffer) + 2 · 2 · d · N d−1
d · p 1

d

(3) Mapping + d2 · N

blocks equal to the number of unknowns per element in the case of the consistent Gauss quadra-
ture. For two-dimensional (2D) and 3D high-order DG methods, efficient matrix-free operator
evaluations for the individual operatorsA [29, 30] andM−1 [32] as well as for the merged operator
M−1A are known in the context of fluid mechanics [28], structural mechanics [11], and acoustic
wave propagation [39]. DG methods and matrix-free operator evaluation kernels are part of many
low-dimensional general-purpose FEM libraries nowadays [3, 5, 24, 35, 40].

As the conclusion of this subsection, Table 1 gives a rough estimate of the working sets for the
matrix-free evaluation of the advection operator at different stages during cell and face integrals.
Table 2 shows the estimated minimal memory consumption of a complete simulation, considering
vectors including ghost values and precomputed mapping information. The number of ghost DoFs,
computed under the assumption of a partitioning of the domain into cubes, also gives an estimate
for the amount of data to be communicated.

2.3 Challenges

The finite-element formulations are dimension-agnostic. However, we face the following major
challenges tied to the lack of libraries designed for high dimensions. For example, the library
deal.II and its back end for handling distributed triangulations, p4est [10], are limited to di-
mensions up to three. These libraries can not easily be extended for high dimensions due to the
following specific difficulties:

(1) Significant memory overhead due to ghost values and mapping: In high dimensions,
solution vectors (at least 2–3 are needed, depending on the selected time discretization
scheme) are huge (O (N d

1D
)), with N1D the number of DoFs in each direction, necessary to

achieve the required resolution. Also the ghost values and the mapping have significant
memory requirements in high dimensions: the evaluation of the advection cell integral on
complex geometries needs among other things the Jacobian matrix of size O (d2) at each
quadrature point. If precomputed, this implies an at least 36-fold memory consumption
of the scalar solution vector in 6D. For high-dimensional problems, this is not feasible
as only little memory would remain for the actual solution vectors and only problems



with significantly smaller resolutions could be solved. Even if one would decide not to
pre-compute the mapping information, one would need to store the coordinate of each
vertex O (d ), what might also already require too much memory, and to solve for the
Jacobian J ∈ Rd×d at each quadrature point, which is a O (d3) operation.

(2) Increased ghost-value exchange due to increased surface-to-volume ratio: The

communication amount scales with 2 · d · N (d−1)/d · p1/d for a hypercube-shaped partition
(cf. Table 2). According to [30], the MPI ghost-value exchange already leads to a noticeable
share of time in purely MPI-parallelized applications (30% for 3D Laplacian) in comparison
to the highly efficient matrix-free operator evaluations if computations are performed on a
single compute node for 3D problems. For high dimensions, the situation is even worse: an
estimation with d = 6, N = 1012, p = 1, 024 ·48 (1,024 compute nodes with 48 processes each)
gives that the size of the ghost values is at least 72% of the size of the actual solution vector.

(3) Decreased efficiency of the operator evaluation due to working sets exceeding the
cache capacities: The working set of a cell with shape functions of polynomial degree k
and nq quadrature points in each direction is at least O (max((k + 1)d ,nd

q )) (cf. Table 1) so
that for high order and/or dimension the data eventually drops out of the cache during each
sum-factorization sweep of one cell. This can lead to a significant drop in performance once
the data has to be streamed from the slow main memory.

This work shows how these problems can be mitigated by certain design choices: We address
problem (1) by restricting ourselves to the tensor product of two grids in 1D–3D. This reduces the
size of the mapping data and makes it possible to reuse much of the infrastructure available in a
low-dimensional library, such as deal.II. We will describe in the next section how such a tensor
product can be formed. Problem (2) demonstrates that it is essential to exploit shared-memory
parallelism particularly in high dimensions. For the given example, the size of ghost values could
be halved to 37% if all 48 processes on a compute node shared their locally owned values. There-
fore, we propose a novel shared-memory implementation of finite-element-type vectors, which is
based on MPI-3.0. To mitigate problem (3), we try to minimize the number of cache misses due
to increased working-set sizes by reorganizing the loops. To reduce the working set with cross-
element vectorization, we also allow to use narrower SIMD registers containing data from fewer
elements than the given instruction-set extensions allow. For example, we use AVX2 or SSE2 in-
stead of AVX-512, or by working directly with doubles and relying on auto-optimization of the
compiler. We defer the investigation of explicit vectorization within elements to future work.

3 HYPER.DEAL: A TENSOR PRODUCT OF TWO MESHES

The main idea is to combine two meshes of a low-dimensional general-purpose finite-element
library to solve problems in up to six dimensions. We therefore work with a computational domain
defined as a tensor product of two domains Ω := Ω�x ⊗ Ω�v . Since our sample application is an
advection equation in phase space, separating the meshes in configuration space and in velocity
space is natural. As a consequence, we use the indices �x and �v for the two parts of the dimensions.
The boundary of the high-dimensional domain is then described by Γ := (Γ�x ⊗ Ω�v ) ∪ (Ω�x ⊗ Γ�v ).

The concept of obtaining higher-dimensional triangulations by taking the tensor product of low-
dimensional triangulations is generic and could in principle be built upon any general-purpose 
FEM library, such as MFEM [3], DUNE [12], FEniCS [2], or Firedrake [9, 40]. Our description 
is, however, specialized to the implementation in hyper.deal that is constructed on top of the 
deal.II library. Also, we use some of the naming conventions from the deal.II project. In Sub-
section 3.6, we list requirements a FEM library needs to fulfill to be extensible.



ALGORITHM 1: Element-centric Loop

/* loop over all cells (cell pairs) */

1 foreach (cx , cv ) ∈ C�x × C�v do

2 process_cell(cx , cv )

/* loop over all x-faces (face-cell pairs) */

3 for 0 ≤ i < 2 · dx do

4 process_face(face(cx , i ), cv ); /* face(c, i ) returns the i-th face of the cell c */

/* loop over all v-faces (cell-face pairs) */

5 for 0 ≤ i < 2 · dv do

6 process_face(cx , face(cv , i ))

For a tensor-product domain, the discretized advection equation (2) can be reformulated and
simplified for the phase space. We can exploit the fact that the Jacobian matrix J is a block-
diagonal matrix in phase space,

J =
(
J�x 0
0 J�v

)
, (5)

with the blocks being the respective matrices of the �x-space and the �v-space. Hence, the inverse
J−1 is the inverse of each of its blocks. Furthermore, face integrals over the faces in phase space

Γ(e ) = (Γ(e )

�x
⊗ Ω(e )

�v
) ∪ (Ω(e )

�x
⊗ Γ(e )

�v
) can be split into integration over �x-space faces Γ(e )

�x
⊗ Ω(e )

�v
and

integration over �v-space faces Ω(e )

�x
⊗ Γ(e )

�v
. The following relation holds for �x-space faces: due to

�n� = (�n�x , 0) for �x-space faces, �n · �a = �n�x · �a�x . Analogously, �n · �a = �n�v · �a�v is true for �v-space faces.
Hence, the specialization of Equation (2) solved by hyper.deal is:(
д,
∂ f

∂ t

)
Ω(e )

=

(
д,−β

(
�a�xJ−1

�x
�a�vJ−1

�v

)
∇ξ f

)
Ω(e )

+

(
∇ξд,

(
J−1
�x

�a�x
J−1
�v

�a�v

)
(1 − β ) f

)
Ω(e )

(6)

+
(
д, �n�x · (�a�x f )∗ − β f − (�n�x · �a�x )

)
Γ

(e )

�x
⊗Ω

(e )

�v

+
(
д, �n�v · (�a�v f )∗ − β f − (�n�v · �a�v )

)
Ω

(e )

�x
⊗Γ

(e )

�v

.

We proceed with explaining practical implementation details of our proposed approach.

3.1 Triangulation

Naturally, both domains Ω�x and Ω�v can be meshed separately. As a consequence, the final trian-
gulation results from the tensor product of the two triangulations T�x and T�v , which might come
from a low-dimensional library (visualized in Figure 1),

T := T�x ⊗ T�v . (7)

In this context, cells C, inner faces I, and boundary faces B are defined as

C := C�x ⊗ C�v , I := (I�x ⊗ C�v ) ∪ (C�x ⊗ I�v ), B := (B�x ⊗ C�v ) ∪ (C�x ⊗ B�v ), (8)

where C�x/�v , I�x/�v , and B�x/�v are the collection of cells, inner faces, and boundary faces of the low-
dimensional triangulations Tx or Tv . With this concept, we never need to explicitly construct the
high-dimensional triangulation T , but can extract the relevant information on the fly. We simply
loop over all possible cell-cell and cell-face pairs in the form of nested loops. Algorithms 1–2
show two possible ways to loop over all high-dimensional cells and faces. While “element-centric
loops” (ECL) loop over all cells and process all 2d faces of a cell in direct succession, involving
only the test functions of the respective cell (i.e., visit interior faces twice), “face-centric loops”



Fig. 1. On-the-fly mesh generation of a high-dimensional distributed triangulation (right) by taking the ten-
sor product of two low-dimensional triangulations (left) from a low-dimensional library (for a hypothetical
setup of 24 partitions and of a 6×4 partitioning of the 4D space). Cells are ordered lexicographically within
a process (as are the processes themselves), leading to the depicted global enumeration of the cells.

Fig. 2. Local view of an arbitrary process for the hypothetical setup of Figure 1 (here: process 10). Local cells
L10 result as tensor product of local cells from each low-dimensional triangulation and ghost cells G10 as
tensor product of one local and one ghost cell.

ALGORITHM 2: Face-centric Loop (Boundary Faces not Shown)

/* loop over all cells (cell pairs) */

1 foreach c ∈ C�x × C�v do

2 process_cell(c)

/* loop over all x-faces (face-cell pairs) */

3 foreach f ∈ I�x × C�v do

4 process_face(f )

/* loop over all v-faces (cell-face pairs) */

5 foreach f ∈ C�x × I�v do

6 process_face(f )

(FCL) visit all faces only once in a separate loop (with test functions from both sides of an interior 
face).

The way we create the high-dimensional triangulation restricts the possibilities of mesh refine-
ment to the two spaces separately from each other. We defer investigations on how to allow local 
refinement on a part of the tensor product to future work.



Fig. 3. Four MPI communicators (constructed from MPI_COMM_WORLD with 26 processes and shared-memory
domains of size 4) used in hyper.deal for the hypothetical setup of Figure 1: global_comm collects all non-
empty partitions; row_/column_comm collects processes owning the same partitions of Tv /Tx ; sm_comm col-
lects processes on the same shared-memory domain.

3.2 Domain Decomposition

We split up the low-dimensional triangulations T�x and T�v independently into p�x and p�v partitions
with

T�x =
⊎

0≤i<p�x

T i
�x

and T�v =
⊎

0≤j<p�v

T j

�v
, (9)

and a halo of ghost cells. Ghost faces are shared by locally-owned cells and ghost cells. We will
use the terms “ghost cell” and “ghost face” interchangeably, although we only allocate memory for
the DoFs on the faces.

The partition of the phase space belonging to rank r (i, j ) is constructed by T r (i, j ) := T i
�x
⊗ T j

�v
,

where ranks are enumerated lexicographically according to r (i, j ) := j · p�x + i with the �x-rank i
being the fastest running index. As a consequence, a quasi-Cartesian partitioning is obtained (see
Figure 1). Figure 2 illustrates the neighborhood relations within the tensor product grid

As a consequence, a quasi-Cartesian partitioning is obtained (see Figure 1). Note that it might
be advantageous in some cases not to use the full number of processes in order to get a more sym-
metric decomposition (cf. Figure 3). This is achieved by a subcommunicator of MPI_COMM_WORLD,
which we will call global_comm(unicator) in the following.

The following relationship holds:

T�x ⊗ T
j

�v
=

⊎
f (i, j )/n�x=j

T f (i, j ) and T i
�x
⊗ T�v =

⊎
f (i, j )%n�x=i

T f (i, j ), (10)

so that parallel reduction to distributed Ω�x -space and to distributed Ω�v -space becomes a collec-
tive communication of subsets of processes. This is important in mathematical operations like∫

dΩ�x and
∫

dΩ�v , hence we make the subsets of processes available via the MPI communicators
column_comm and row_comm similarly as in distributed matrix-matrix multiplication implementa-
tions [43].

We enumerate cells within a subdomain lexicographically to get a global numbering, as depicted
in Figure 1. This enables us to determine a globally unique cell ID of locally owned cells and of
ghost cells by querying the low-dimensional triangulation cells for their IDs and ranks without
the need for communication.



Fig. 4. Renumbering of ranks in the global communicator (via MPI_Comm_split) for a hypothetical setup of
26 ranks in MPI_COMM_WORLD and a 6 × 4 partition, processes are grouped in 2 × 2 blocks, which are ordered
along a z-curve. Based on this new global communicator, the partitioning, as described in Subsection 3.2, is ap-
plied. A quasi-Cartesian partitioning with a better data locality for the shared-memory domains is obtained.

Placing ranks according to
⌊
r (i, j )/pnode

⌋
onto the same compute node (with pnode being the

number of processes per node) leads to striped partitioning (see the colors of the blocks in Figure 3).
This results in a bad shape of the union of subpartitions belonging to the same compute node, lead-
ing to decreased benefit of shared memory. In order to improve the placing of subpartitions onto
the compute nodes without having to change the function r , we block within a Cartesian virtual
topology (Figure 4), e.g., by 48 process blocks with 8 processes in �x-space and with 6 processes in
�v-space. Compute nodes are ordered along a z-curve.

As a final remark, it should be emphasized that the presented partitioning approach delivers
good results regarding communication amount and communication pattern if the low-dimensional
triangulations T�x and T�v have been partitioned well by the underlying low-dimensional library.
Depending on the given mesh, a space-filling curve approach [7, 10, 44] or a graph-based approach
[20, 23] might be beneficial for this. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, generally, PDEs with
surface data exchange become increasingly heavier on communication as the dimension increases,
including a significant amount of inter-node communication even for an optimal communication
layout.

3.3 Elements, DoFs, Quadrature, and Mapping

On each element of the mesh, we use d-dimensional tensor-product shape functions of polynomial
degree k , based on Gauss-Lobatto support points,

Pd
k = P

1
k ⊗ . . . ⊗ P

1
k︸������������︷︷������������︸

×d

. (11)

The unknowns are discontinuous across cells with (k + 1)d unknowns per cell for a scalar field f .
The total number of DoFs for |C| cells is

N = |C| · (k + 1)d . (12)

In DG, the unknowns are coupled via fluxes. This necessitates the access to the DoFs of neighboring
cells. The dependency region for computing all contributions of a cell with a nodal basis and nodes
on the faces is

(k + 1)d︸���︷︷���︸
cell

+ 2 · d · (k + 1)d−1︸��������������︷︷��������������︸
faces

. (13)

This expression includes all unknowns of the cell and the unknowns residing on faces of the 2 · d 
neighboring cells, as shown in Figure 5. The dependency region influences how much data should
be cached and how much data has to be communicated.



Fig. 5. Visualization of the five steps of a matrix-free cell-integral evaluation for polynomial degree k = 2

and number of quadrature points nq = 3.

Table 3. Comparison of the Memory Consumption (in Doubles) of the Mapping Data
(Per Quadrature Point) Due to the Jacobian Matrices if the Phase-space Structure is

Exploited (J�x and J�v ) and if the Phase-space Structure is not Exploited (J )

J�x and J�v J Example: k = 3, d = 6

Jacobian:
(k + 1)d�x · d2

�x
+ (k + 1)d�v · d2

�v

(k + 1)d�x+d�v
(d�x + d�v )2 0.28� 36

Similar to the shape functions, quadrature rules are expressed as a tensor product of 1D quad-
rature rules (with nq points). For the cell integral, we get

Qd
nq
= Q1

nq
⊗ . . . ⊗ Q1

nq︸���������������︷︷���������������︸
×d

, (14)

with the evaluation points given as �xd
q = (x1

q1
, . . . ,x1

qd
)T and the quadrature weights as wd

q =

w1
q1
· . . . · w1

qd
. We support the Gauss–Legendre family of quadrature rules (Figure 5), which are

exact for polynomials of degree 2nq − 1 and require an interpolation operation from the Gauss–
Lobatto to the Gauss–Legendre points. As an alternative, we support the Gauss–Lobatto family of
quadrature rules, which allow a collocation setup, i.e, do not require a basis change. However, they
are only exact for polynomials of degree 2nq − 3.

To be able to evaluate Equation (6), the Jacobian matrices J�x ∈ Rd�x×d�x and J�v ∈ Rd�v×d�v and
their determinants are needed at each cell quadrature point. At face quadrature points, we require
the Jacobian determinant and the face normals �n�x ∈ Rd�x and �n�v ∈ Rd�v . If these quantities are
precomputed once during initialization, this leads, as shown in Table 3, to an additional memory
consumption per unknown, which is significantly less than if the tensor-product structure would
not be exploited.

For affine meshes, only one set of mapping quantities has to be precomputed and cached, since
they are the same for all quadrature points. As we are considering complex non-affine meshes
in this article, we will use simulations with these optimization techniques specific for affine or
Cartesian grid only to quantify the quality of our implementation.

3.4 Matrix-free Operator Evaluation

Cell and face integrals in Equation (6) can be efficiently evaluated via the effect of the operator on
element vectors on the fly. For example, for cell integrals the following five steps are performed:

(1) gather (k + 1)d cell-local values fi ;
(2) interpolate values and gradients to quadrature points fq (if no collocation setup is used);



(3) perform the operations (−β �aq J−1
q ∇�ξ fq + J−1

q �aq (1 − β ) fq ) · wq |Jq | at each quadrature

point;
(4) test with the value and gradient of the shape functions; and
(5) write back the local contributions into the global vector.

The five steps are visualized in Figure 5.
The most efficient implementations of the basis change (from Gauss–Lobatto to Gauss–Legendre

points) perform a sequence of d 1D interpolation sweeps, utilizing the tensor-product form of the
shape functions in an even-odd decomposition fashion with (3+ 2 · ((k − 1) · (k + 1)/2)�/(k − 1))
FLOPs/DoF (for k +1 = nq ) [30]. This operation is known as sum factorization and has its origin in
the spectral-element community [13, 34, 36]. Similarly, the testing with the gradient of the shape
functions can be performed efficiently with 2d sweeps [30].

In the case of FCL, we perform the same five steps as in the case of cell integrals on the faces
in a separate loop. In contrast, ECL allows to perform some optimizations, although we visit each
face twice and, as a consequence, have to evaluate fluxes between neighboring cells twice for each
side of an interior face. For example, values already interpolated to the cell quadrature points
can be interpolated to a face with a single 1D sweep. Furthermore, entries in the solution vector
are written back to main memory exactly once in the case of ECL. This makes the algorithm
more cache-friendly. Moreover, no synchronization between threads is needed while accessing the
solution vector in the case of ECL, since each entry of the solution vector is accessed only exactly
once. This makes ECL particularly suitable for shared-memory parallelization, a key ingredient for
the reduction of communication. A further advantage of ECL is that the application of a cell-wise
implementation of the inverse mass matrix [32] can be merged into the application of the advection
operator, avoiding another access to the global solution vector. For a more detailed discussion on
ECL, see [30].

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode of a possible matrix-free merged advection and inverse-
mass-matrix operator evaluation in the context of ECL. Lines 3, 7, 9, 13, 15, and 19 are evaluated
with sum factorization. To reduce the working set, we do not compute all (d�x + d�v )-derivatives at
once, but first we compute the contributions from �x-space and then the contributions from �v-space.
One could further reduce the working set by loop blocking [30].

Since we loop over cell-cell and cell-face pairs, mapping information of the cells c�x and c�v as
well as of the faces f�x and f�v can be queried from the low-dimensional library independently and
combined on the fly. The separate cell IDs c�x and c�v only have to be combined when accessing the
solution vector, which is the only data structure set up for the whole high-dimensional space.

3.5 Implementation of Operator Evaluations with hyper.deal

The library hyper.deal provides classes that are built around deal.II classes and contain inter
alia utility functions needed in Algorithm 3. To enable a smooth start for users already famil-
iar with deal.II, we have chosen the same class and function names living in the namespace
hyperdeal. The relationship between classes in hyper.deal and classes in deal.II is visualized
in the UML diagram in Figure 6. The class hyperdeal::MatrixFree is responsible for looping
over cells (and faces) as well as for storing precomputed information related to shape functions
and precomputed quantities at the quadrature points. The classes hyperdeal::FEEvaluation
and hyperdeal::FEFaceEvaluation (not shown) include functions to read and write cell-/face-
local values from a global vector as well as operations at the quadrature points. As an exam-
ple, Figure 6 shows the implementation of the hyperdeal::FEEvaluation::submit_gradient()
method, which uses two instances of the deal.II class with the same name, one for �x- and one
for �v-space, for the evaluation of f (�u) = J−1

c,q |Jq |wq �u for �u ∈ Rd .



ALGORITHM 3: Element-centric loop for arbitrary operators and DG integration of a cell batch for

advection operator evaluation for vectorization over elements

/* loop over all cell pairs */
1 foreach c := (c�x , c�v ) ∈ C�x × C�v do

/* step 1: gather values (Array of structs (AoS) → struct of arrays (SoA)) */

2 - gather local vector values u
(c )
i on the cell from global input vector �u

/* step 2: apply advection cell contributions */

3 - interpolate local vector values �u (c ) onto quadrature points, uc
h

(�ξq ) =
∑

i ϕiu
(c )
i and compute gradients

∇�x uc
h

(�ξq ) in reference coordinate system

4 foreach quadrature index q = (q�x , q�v ) do
5 - compute convective-term contribution

�bi = −β�a�x

(
x̂ (c�x ) (�ξq�x

), x̂ (c�v ) (�ξq�v
)
)
J−1

(c�x )
∇�ξ u

(c )
h

(�ξq ) |Jq�x
| |Jq�v

|wq�x
wq�v︸����������������������︷︷����������������������︸

“|J(q ) |wq "

6 - prepare integrand on each quadrature point by computing

�tq = (1 − β )J−1
(c�x )

�a�x

(
x̂ (c�x ) (�ξq�x

), x̂ (c�v ) (�ξq�v
)
)

u
(c )
h

(�ξq ) |Jq�x
| |Jq�v

|wq�x
wq�v︸����������������������︷︷����������������������︸

“|J(q ) |wq "

; /* buffer �b */

7 - evaluate local integrals by quadrature bi = bi +
(
∇�x ϕco

i , �c�x u
(c )
h

)
Ω(e )
≈ bi +

∑
q ∇�x ϕco

i (�ξq ) ·�tq

8 end

9 repeat lines 3-8 for v space

/* step 3: apply advection face contributions (loop over all 2d faces of Ωc) */
10 foreach f ∈ F(c ) do

11 - interpolate values from cell array �u (c ) to quadrature points of face

12 - if interior face, gather values from neighbor Ωe+ of current face

13 - interpolate u+ onto face quadrature points

14 - compute numerical flux and multiply by quadrature weights ; /* not shown here */
15 - evaluate local integrals related to cell c by quadrature and add into cell contribution bi

16 end

/* step 4: apply inverse mass matrix */
17 foreach quadrature index q = (q�x , q�v ) do
18 - prepare integrand at each quadrature point by computing tq = bi w−1

q�x
w−1

q�v

19 - transformation from collocation space to the Gauss-Lobatto space used for vector storage:

y
(c )
i =

∑
q ϕ̃iq ·�tq with ϕ̃iq = V−1

iq with Viq = ϕi (�ξq )

20 end

/* step 5: scatter values (SoA → AoS) */

21 - set all contributions of cell, �y (c ) , into global result vector �y

22 end

We process a batch of vlen cells or faces in a “vectorization over elements” fashion. We do
not operate directly on the primitive types double/float but on structs built around intrinsic
instructions1, with each vector lane dedicated to a separate cell of mesh. The maximal number
of vector lanes depends on the given hardware; with AVX-512 instruction-set extension, as most
modern Intel-based processors have, 8 doubles (i.e., 8 cells in the context of our application) can
be processed by a single instruction.

Currently, we vectorize only over elements in �x-space, whereas the �v-space is not vectorized.
The reason is that the Vlasov–Maxwell and the Vlasov–Poisson models contain heavy operations

1For this purpose, deal.II provides the class struct dealii::VectorizedArray<Number, v_len>, where Number denotes

the underlying primitive type and v_len the number of lanes. The information is automatically translated to the right

instruction-set extension [29].



Fig. 6. Class diagram of a part of the matrix-free infrastructure of hyper.deal. It presents how classes
from hyper.deal (namespace hyperdeal— highlighted in blue) and from deal.II (namespace dealii—
highlighted in yellow) relate to each other. Only the hyper.deal methods are shown that are relevant for
the evaluation of one term of the advection cell integral and the deal.II methods that are used in those.
The methods read_dof_values() and distribute_local_to_global() are, on the one hand, responsible
for gathering from and scattering to the solution vector as well as, on the other hand, for the transformation
from an array-of-struct format to a struct-of-array format, as needed by the integration routines, and for the
transformation back.

on the full phase space and on the �x-space, respectively, which benefit from vectorization over
�x . As a consequence, the data structures are already laid out correctly for an efficient matrix-free
solution of the lower-dimensional problem.

3.6 Requirements to a Low-dimensional Finite-element Library

As a conclusion of this section, we list the requirements on a low-dimensional finite-element li-
brary for the proposed concept:

(1) The low-dimensional triangulation T can be partitioned among a user-defined group of
processes. Besides locally owned cells Li , each process needs a halo of ghost cells.

(2) 1D scalar (discontinuous) Lagrange shape functions P1
k

of polynomial degree k , based
on Gauss–Lobatto support points, and 1D quadrature rules with nq points are accessible.
Dimension-independent interpolation kernels based on sum factorization are available.

(3) The library has access to the mapping data, like J−T and |J | ×w both on cells and faces as
well as �n on faces. It is not relevant whether these quantities are pre-computed or recomputed
on the fly.

(4) It is beneficial if the library has the option to work on a batch of cells where the size of
the batch can be set arbitrarily. This implies that the needed data is already provided in a
vectorized fashion, which allows to skip an additional reshuffling step.

Note: The library hyper.deal uses data structures and functions of deal.II directly, making 
it impossible to switch the backend library at this point. By introducing an intermediate layer, this 
problem might be circumvented.



4 PARALLELIZATION BY SHARED-MEMORY MPI

The parallelization of the library hyper.deal is purely MPI-based. MPI allows to program for dis-
tributed systems, which is crucial for solving high-dimensional problems due to their immense
memory requirements. A downside of a purely MPI-based code with one rank used per core is
that many data structures are created and updated multiple times on the same compute node, al-
though they could be shared. In FEM codes, it is widespread that ghost values filled by standard
MPI_(I)Send/MPI_(I)Recv reside in an additional section of the solution vector [29]. Depending
on the MPI implementation, these operations will be replaced by efficient alternatives, avoiding
additional copying and unexpected message buffers if the calling peers are on the same compute
node. Nevertheless, the allocation of additional memory, if main memory is scarce, might be unac-
ceptable.

Adding shared-memory libraries, like TBB and OpenMP, to an existing MPI program would al-
low to use shared memory; however, with the downside of manually annotating and parallelizing
all relevant loops. We propose a different approach to exploit shared memory. It is based on the
observation that the major time and memory benefit of using shared memory in a purely MPI-
parallelized FEM application comes from accessing the part of the solution vector owned by the
processes on the same compute node without the need to make explicit copies and buffering them
[30, 31]. This is why we propose a new vector class that uses MPI-3.0 features to allocate shared
memory and provides controlled access to it with an otherwise unchanged vector interface.

4.1 Shared-memory Vector

The MPI function MPI_WIN_ALLOCATE_SHARED() allocates contiguous and non-contiguous mem-
ory that is shared among all processes on the same compute node. To query the beginning of the
local array of each process, MPI provides the function MPI_WIN_SHARED_QUERY().

These functions form the basis of the new shared-memory modus of the vector class dealii::
LinearAlgebra::distributed::Vector and provide memory for the locally-owned unknowns
and for unknowns of ghost faces that are not owned by any process on the same compute node.
Furthermore, pointers to the arrays of the other processes are included so that with a basic pre-
processing step the address of each cell residing on the same compute node can be determined.
The appendix provides further implementation details of the allocation/deallocation process of
the shared memory in the vector class.

A natural way to access the solution vector is by specifying vector entry indices and the cell
ID for DoFs owned by a cell or by specifying a pair of a cell ID and a face number (< 2d) for DoF
owned by faces.

An interpretation layer also provides access to the values of the DoFs of the local and the ghost
cells: it returns pointers either to buffers or to the shared memory, depending on the cell type
(shared or remote). In this way, the user of the vector class gets the illusion of a pure MPI program,
since the new vector has to be added at a single place and only a few functions querying values from
the vector (e.g., FEEvaluation::read_dof_values() and ::distribute_local_to_global() in
Figure 6) oblivious to the user have to be specialized.

We provide two operation modes:

• In the buffered mode (see Figure 7(a)), memory is allocated also for ghost values owned
by the same compute node; these ghost values are updated directly via memcpy without an
intermediate step via MPI. This mode is necessary if ghost values are modified, as it takes
place in FCLs. It promises some performance benefit, since data packing/unpacking can be
skipped.



Fig. 7. Two hybrid ghost-value-update approaches for a hypothetical setup with two nodes, each with two
cores. Only the communication pattern of rank 2 is considered.

• The non-buffered mode (see Figure 7(b)) does not allocate any redundant memory for ghost
values owned by the same compute node. This mode works perfectly with ECL, since it is
by design free of race conditions.

4.2 Overlapping Communication and Computation

Finally, we discuss an appropriate integration of the new shared-memory vector into ECL-based
operator-evaluation algorithms (see Algorithm 3). For this purpose, we categorize cells owned by
a process into the following subpartitions Si :

(1) cells with only locally-owned neighbors;
(2) cells with locally-owned neighbors or neighbors shared within the same shared-memory

domain; and
(3) remaining cells, i.e., cells with at least one remote neighbor.

Since S1 does not depend on any data possessed by other processes, the communication for
updating the ghost values and the computation can be overlapped. We furthermore split up the 
communication into two steps, one for shared data and one for remote data exchange.

The shared data exchange step consists of the notification of relevant processes on the same 
shared-memory domain (start), on one hand, and of the waiting until the needed data of relevant 
processes on the same shared-memory domain is ready (finish), on the other hand. In the case of 
the buffering mode, the latter substep also comprises the copying of the data into buffers.

By merging S2 and S3, one recovers the standard overlapping communication and computation 
that does not exploit shared memory. By merging all three subpartitions, the overlapping can be 
completely turned off.



One could skip S3 and instead loop over all faces with remote neighbors in a second loop. How-
ever, this would involve a second write access to the solution vector during the face integrals what
we intentionally try to avoid.

5 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR HIGH-DIMENSIONAL SCALAR TRANSPORT

In the following section, we show results of the solution of a high-dimensional scalar transport
problem. These results confirm the suitability of the underlying concepts and the implementation
of the library hyper.deal for high orders and high dimensions. Both node-level performance
and parallel scalability are shown, including strong and weak scaling analyses with up to 147,456
processes on 3,072 compute nodes.

5.1 Experimental Setup and Performance Metrics

The setup of the simulations is as follows. We consider the computational domains Ω�x =[0, 1]d�x

and Ω�v =[0, 1]d�v with the following decomposition of the dimensions d = d�x + d�v : 2 = 1 + 1,
3 = 2 + 1, 4 = 2 + 2, 5 = 3 + 2, 6 = 3 + 3. The computational domains are initially meshed

separately with subdivided d�x /d�v -dimensional hyperrectangles with (2l1 , . . . , 2ld�x ) ∈ Nd�x and

(2ld�x +1 , . . . , 2ld�x +d�v ) ∈ Nd�v hexahedral elements in each direction and with a difference in the
mesh size of at most two, i.e., meshed for four-dimensional (4D) space from the mesh sequence
(l1, l2, l3, l4): (1, 1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1, 1), (2, 2, 2, 1), (2, 2, 2, 2), (3, 2, 2, 2). The number of ele-
ments is selected for each “dimension d / polynomial degree k” configuration in such a way that
the solution vectors do not fit into the cache. To obtain unique Jacobian matrices at each quadra-
ture point and to prevent algorithms explicitly designed for affine meshes, we deform the Cartesian
meshes slightly. The velocity �a in Equation (1) is set constant and uniform over the whole domain.

The measurement data have been gathered either with user-defined timers or with the help of
the script likwid-mpirun from the LIKWID suite and with suitable in-code LIKWID API annota-
tions [38, 41]. The following metrics are used to quantify the quality of the implementations:

• throughput: processed DoFs per time unit

throughput =
processed DoFs

time

Equation (12)
=

|C| · (k + 1)d

time
(15)

(In Subsections 5.2–5.4, we consider the throughput for the application of the advection
operator, while a single Runge–Kutta stage, i.e., the evaluation of the advection operator
plus vector updates, is considered in Subsection 5.5.);
• performance: maximum number of floating-point operations per second;
• data volume: the amount of data transferred within the memory hierarchy (we consider

the transfer between the L1-, L2-, and L3-caches as well as the main memory); and
• bandwidth: data volume transferred between the levels in the memory hierarchy per time.

Our main objective is to decrease the time-to-solution, which, for a fixed discretization, corre-
sponds to increasing the throughput. The measured quantities “performance,” “data volume,” and
“bandwidth” are useful, since they show how well the given hardware is utilized and how much
additional work or memory transfer is performed compared to the theoretical requirements of the
mathematical algorithm.

High-order and high-dimensional problems have a large working set (k + 1)d . The evaluation
of this expression for 2 ≤ k ≤ 5 and 2 ≤ d ≤ 6 is presented in Table 4. The k-d configurations
with working-set size of vlen · (k + 1)d < L1, fitting into the L1 cache, are expected to show
good performance; the k-d configurations with working-set size of L1 ≤ vlen · (k + 1)d < L2 are



Table 4. DoFs Per Cell: (k + 1)d

k 2D 3D 4D 5D 6D
2 9 27 81 243 729
3 16 64 256 1,024 4,096
4 25 125 625 3,125 15,625
5 36 216 1,296 7,776 46,656

The k-d configurations with working-set size vl en · (k + 1)d < L1 are highlighted

in italics and configurations with working-set size L1 ≤ vl en · (k + 1)d < L2 in bold.

Table 5. Specification of the Hardware System used for Evaluation with Turbo Mode Enabled

Intel Skylake Xeon Platinum 8174
Cores 2 × 24
Frequency base (max AVX-512 frequency) 2.7 GHz (2.7 GHz)
SIMD width 512 bit
Arithmetic peak (dgemm performance) 4147 GFLOP/s (3318 GFLOP/s)
Memory interface DDR4-2666, 12 channels
STREAM memory bandwidth 205 GB/s
Empirical machine balance 14.3 FLOP/Byte
L1-/L2-/L3-/MEM size 32kB/1MB/66MB (shared)/96GB (shared)
compiler + compiler flags g++, version 9.1.0, -O3 -funroll-loops -march=skylake-avx512

Memory bandwidth is according to the STREAM triad benchmark (optimized variant without read for ownership

transfer involving two reads and one write), and GFLOP/s are based on the theoretical maximum at the AVX-512

frequency. The dgemm performance is measured for m = n = k = 12,000 with Intel MKL 18.0.2. We measured a

frequency of 2.5 GHz with AVX-512 dense code for the current experiments. The empirical machine balance is

computed as the ratio of measured dgemm performance and STREAM bandwidth from RAM memory.

expected to be performance-critical, since each sum-factorization sweep might drop out of the
cache. The latter configurations are, however, the most relevant with regard to high-order and
high-dimensional problems.

All performance measurements have been conducted on the SuperMUC-NG supercomputer. Its
compute nodes have 2 sockets (each with 24 cores of Intel Xeon Skylake) and the AVX-512 ISA
extension so that 8 doubles can be processed per instruction. A detailed specification of the hard-
ware is given in Table 5. The parallel network is organized into islands of 792 compute nodes each.
The maximum network bandwidth per node within an island is 100 GBit/s = 12.5 GB/s2 due to the
fat-tree network topology. Islands are connected via a pruned-tree network architecture (pruning
factor 1:4).

The library hyper.deal has been configured in the following way: all processes of a node are
grouped into blocks of the size of 48 = 8 × 6. All processes in these blocks share their values via
the shared-memory vector. The cells in low-dimensional triangulations are enumerated along a
Morton curve, which is equally distributed among the processes. We use the highest ISA extension
AVX-512 so that eight cells are processed at once. The Jacobian matrices and their determinants
are precomputed for �x- and �v-space and combined on the fly. The quadrature is based on the
Gauss-Legendre formula with nq = k + 1. The skew factor β is set to 0.5 such that the gradients
of the solution have to be computed at the cell quadrature points and the values have to be tested
by the gradient of the test functions. In the following, we refer to this configuration as “default
configuration.”

2https://doku.lrz.de/display/PUBLIC/SuperMUC-NG.

https://doku.lrz.de/ display/PUBLIC/SuperMUC-NG


5.2 Cell-local Computation

This subsection analyzes the cell-local computation in the element-centric evaluation of the advec-
tion operator (see Algorithm 3) as a means to assess the caching efficiency of temporary arrays in
sum factorization with respect to the increasing number of sweeps and working-set sizes.

5.2.1 Cell Integrals. We first consider all steps in Algorithm 3 related to the cell integrals
(lines 2–9 and 17–21), skipping the loops over faces and ignoring the flux computation.

During the cell integrals, values are read from the global vector, a basis change to the Gauss–
Legendre quadrature points is performed (with d data sweeps for reading and d for writing), the
gradients at the quadrature points are computed (2d), the gradients obtained are multiplied with
the velocities (d), the values obtained are multiplied with the velocities at the quadrature points (2d)
and tested by the value and the gradient of the collocation functions (3d), the inverse mass matrix is
applied (2d), and finally the results are written back to the global vector. A total of 12d data sweeps
are necessary if reading and writing are counted separately. The working set of sum factorization
isvlen · (k+1)d1+d2 , and the working set of the intermediate values isvlen ·max(d1,d2) · (k+1)d1+d2 .
A comparison with hardware statistics shows that the working set of sum factorization exceeds
the size of the L1 cache for configurations k = 3 / d = 5 and k = 5 / d = 4 so that every data sweep
has to fetch the data from the L2 cache.

The theoretical considerations made above are supported by the measurement results in Figure 8,
which shows the data traffic between the memory hierarchy levels (data volume per DoF and
bandwidth), the floating-point operations per DoF, and the throughput for k = 3 and k = 5 for
2 ≤ d ≤ 6.

In Figure 8(a), one can observe that with increasing dimension the data traffic between the
memory hierarchy levels increases as the data volume and the corresponding bandwidth increase.
Beginning from the configurations mentioned above (k = 3 / d = 5 and k = 5 / d = 4), the data
have to be fetched from and written back to the L2 cache again during every sweep, resulting in
a data volume traffic between the L1 and L2 caches that linearly increases with the number of
sweeps. The constant offset of 22 double/DoF is mainly related to the access to the global solution
vector and to the mapping data. However, data have to be loaded from the L2 cache also for smaller
working-set sizes than the ones of the k-d configurations mentioned above; the main reason for
this is that the intermediate values do not fit into the cache any more.

For even higher dimensions, the L3 cache and the main memory have to be accessed during the
sweeps. While this operation is negligible for k = 3 (see Figure 8(d)), it is performance-limiting in
the case of k = 5: For k = 5 / d = 5, the bandwidth to the L1 cache is limited by the access to the
L2 cache (see Figure 8(b)); for k = 5 / d = 6, it is even limited by the main memory. In the latter
case, the caches are hardly utilized any more and the data have to be fetched from/written back
to main memory during every sweep, leading to a bandwidth close to the values measured for the
STREAM benchmark. This comes along with a significant performance drop.

Figure 8(c) also shows the number of floating-point operations performed per DoF, which in-
creases linearly with the dimension d—with higher polynomial degrees requiring more work. It is
clear that also the arithmetic intensity will increase linearly as long as the data stay in the cache
(see also Subsection 5.3).

5.2.2 Local Cell and Face Integrals. In this subsection, we consider all computation steps in Al-
gorithm 3, but ignore the data access to neighboring cells (line 12). This means that face values from
neighboring cells are not gathered and face buffers for exterior values are left unchanged. In this
way, we are able to demonstrate the effects of increased working sets (of both face buffers) and of
the increased number of sweeps. Additional sweeps have to be performed for interpolating values



Fig. 8. Node-level analysis of the cell integrals of the advection operator in terms of data transfer, bandwith, 
arithmetic operations, and throughput in two to six dimensions.

from the cell quadrature points to the quadrature points of the 2d faces as well as for interpolating 
the values of the neighboring cells onto the quadrature points during the flux computation.

Figure 9 shows the data traffic between the memory hierarchy levels (data volume per DoF and 
bandwidth), the floating-point operations per DoF, and the throughput for k  =  3 and k =  5 for  
2 ≤ d ≤ 6. In comparison to the results of the experiments that only consider the cell integrals in 
Figure 8, the following observations can be made: as expected, the data volume transferred between 
the cache levels (Figure 8(a) and 9(a)) and the number of floating-point operations approximately 
double (Figure 8(c) and 9(c)). However, the configurations at which the traffic to the  next cache 
level increases have not changed, indicating that the increase in working set is not limiting the 
performance here.

The doubling of the data volume to be transferred for k = 5 and high dimensions naturally 
leads to half the throughput (see Figure 9(d)). In the case of k = 3, we can also observe a drop of 
performance in high dimensions. Given that the memory transfer between the L1 and L2 caches 
reaches 2,400 GB/s or around 22 bytes/cycle, we suspect that the data transfer between the L1 and 
L2 caches is the main limit in this case. The memory transfer between the L2 and L3 caches is 
about 550GB/s. This value is significantly less than that is observed for the cell-integral-only run, 
resulting in the drop of the overall performance by 40% for high dimensions.

5.3 Full Advection Operator

This subsection considers the application of the full advection operator, as shown in Algorithm 3, 
including the access to neighboring cells during the computation of the numerical flux. Figure 10



Fig. 9. Node-level analysis of the evaluation of the cell and face intergrals of the advection operator, ignoring
loads from neighboring cells.

presents the results of parameter studies of the dimension 2 ≤ d ≤ 6 for different polynomial
degrees 2 ≤ k ≤ 5.

Note that the number of DoF per cell, (k + 1)d , is utilized as x-axis. This is done because the
working-set size is a suitable indicator of the overall performance of the operator evaluation. Also
results taken from parameter studies of the polynomial degreek are comparable to results obtained
from parameter studies of the dimension d .

The following observations can be made in Figure 10: for working sets that fit into the L1 cache,
a higher polynomial degree leads to a higher throughput. For working sets exceeding the size of the
L1 cache and only fitting into the L2 cache, the throughput drops. In this region, the curves overlap
so that we conclude that the throughput is indeed a function of the working-set size ≈ (k + 1)d

and independent of the polynomial degree k and the dimension d individually.
Comparing these findings with the results presented in Subsections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, an averaged

performance drop of 30% and 20%, respectively, can be observed (see Tables 6 and 7). Looking at
the results for high dimensions, it becomes clear that processing the faces is more expensive than
loading the actual values from the neighbors.

Figure 11 shows a roofline model [45] for k = 3 and k = 5. In this model, the measured perfor-
mance is plotted over the measured arithmetic intensity

(measured arithmetic intensity)i =
measured performance

(measured bandwidth)i
, (16)



Fig. 10. Node-level analysis of the evaluation of the full advection operator in terms of data transfer, band-
width, arithmetic operations, and throughput in two to six dimensions. Dashed vertical lines show the limits 
of the L1 and L2 caches for a hypothetical fully associative cache with optimal replacement policy.

with i ∈ {L1 ↔ L2, L2 ↔ L3, caches ↔ MEM}. We can compute the arithmetic intensity of each 
level of memory hierarchy as we measure the necessary bandwidth with LIKWID. The diagram  
confirms the observation made above: a high arithmetic intensity and, consequently, a high per-
formance can only be reached if the caches (L1 and L2) are utilized well. Once the working sets 
get too large, the L1 and L2 caches are under-utilized, the arithmetic intensity on the other levels 
drops and new hard (bandwidth) ceilings limit the maximal possible performance.

We point out that by selecting the skew-symmetric parameter β = 0.5, we need to compute 
both the values and the gradients at the quadrature points as well as to test by the value and 
the gradient of the test functions. Instead, by using a conservative formulation (β = 0.0) or a 
convective formulation (β = 1.0), it is possible to skip either the computation of the gradients or 
testing by the gradients, which leads to fewer sum-factorization sweeps and potentially decreases 
the cache misses. Experiments indeed confirm this and show a speed-up of approximately 14% for 
both β = 0.0 and  β = 1.0.

We conclude this subsection by discussing the performance benefit of using the shared-memory 
vector introduced in Section 4. We consider three different modi of the vector: (1) exploitation of no 
shared-memory features (by setting the shared-memory group size to 1 so that the implementation 
falls back to pure MPI-2.0 features); (2) buffered mode; and (3) non-buffered mode. The results  
are summarized in Table 8. Exploiting the shared memory explicitly is beneficial in cases 2 and 3. 
While in the case of buffering we observe a speed-up of 20%, we even see a speed-up of 30% when 
not buffering.



Table 6. Relative Performance Due to Flux
Computation (Ratio Fig. 9–8)

k/d 2 3 4 5 6

3 73% 74% 62% 61% 59%

5 78% 78% 64% 88% 66%

Table 7. Relative Performance Due to Access to the
Values of Neighboring Cells (Ratio Fig. 10–9)

k/d 2 3 4 5 6

3 84% 78% 83% 84% 72%

5 88% 81% 82% 71% 88%

Fig. 11. Roofline model of the application of the full
advection operator for k = 3/5.

Table 8. Evaluation of the Shared-memory Vector for Different Configurations on
a Single Compute Node with 48 Processes

MPI-2.0 MPI-3.0 w. buffering MPI-3.0 w.o. buffering

Throughput [GDoFs/sec] 1.02 1.23 1.33

In the simulation, there were accumulated 2.1G locally-owned DoFs and 1.6G ghost DoFs for a 6D problem

with k = 3. Communication and computation has been overlapped in all cases.

5.4 Alternative Implementations

In the following subsection, we compare the performance of the default configuration of the library
hyper.deal (tensor product of mappings, ECL, Gauss quadrature, vectorization over elements
with the highest ISA extension for vectorization—see also Subsection 5.1) with the performance of
alternative algorithms and/or configurations.

The library hyper.deal has been developed to be able to compute efficiently on complex ge-
ometries both in geometric and velocity space. The upper limit of the performance of the tensor-
product approach is given by the consideration of the tensor product of two Cartesian grids, which
leads to the same constant diagonal Jacobian matrix at all quadrature points. As a lower limit, one
can consider the case that each quadrature point has a unique Jacobian of size d × d . Figure 12(a)
shows that the behavior of the default tensor-product setup is similar to that of a pure Cartesian
grid simulation with only a small averaged performance penalty of approximately 13%. This obser-
vation matches our expectations expressed in Subsection 3.3 and means that in high dimensions,
the evaluation of curved meshes in the tensor-product factors is essentially for free, compared to
storing the full Jacobian matrices.

Figure 12(b) compares ECL with FCL and shows the clear advantage of the former. We have
neither implemented any advanced blocking schemes for ECL or FCL nor are we processing cell
and face integrals in alternating order, as it is done in deal.II [30], to potentially increase cache
efficiency. The fact that ECL still shows a better performance demonstrates the natural cache-
friendly property of ECL. The benefit of ECL decreases for high dimensions and high polynomial
degrees due to the increased number of sweeps, which is related to the repeated evaluation of
the flux terms. Nevertheless, we propose to use ECL for high-dimensional problems because of its
suitability for shared-memory computations that reduce the allocated memory.



Fig. 12. Node-level analysis of the application of the full advection operator: (a)–(c) comparison of the per-

formance of different algorithms and the default configuration for k  =  3 and k  =  5; (d) comparison of the 
performance of different (SIMD) ISA extensions and the auto-vectorization for k  = 3 and k  = 4.

We favor the Gauss–Legendre quadrature method over the collocation methods due to its higher 
numerical accuracy. This benefit comes a t the price of a  basis change f rom the Gauss–Lobatto 
points to the Gauss quadrature points and vice versa. Figure 12(c) shows a performance drop of 
11% on average due to these basis changes as long as the data that should be interpolated remains 
in the cache.

In the library hyper.deal, we currently only support “vectorization over elements.” As a default, 
the highest instruction-set extension is selected, i.e., the maximum number of cells is processed at 
once by a core. Since the number of lanes to be used is templated, the user can reduce the number 
of elements that are processed at once, as it is demonstrated in Figure 12(d). It can be observed that, 
in general, the usage of higher instruction-set extensions leads to a better throughput. However, 
once the working set of a cell batch exceeds the size of the cache, a performance drop can be 
observed. The performance drop leads to the fact that in 6D with cubic elements the throughputs 
of AVX-512 and of AVX2 are comparable and in 6D with quartic elements SSE2 and AVX2 show 
the best performance.

In this subsection, we have demonstrated that the chosen default configuration of the library 
hyper.deal has a competitive throughput compared to less memory-expensive and computation-
ally demanding algorithms, which are numerically inferior.

5.5 Strong and Weak Scaling

In this subsection, we examine the parallel efficiency of  the library hyper.deal. For this study, 
we consider the advection operator embedded into a low-storage Runge–Kutta scheme of order 4



Table 9. Strong and Weak Scaling Configurations

DoFs Configuration

5.4GDoFs 3842 · 1922

21.7GDoFs 3844

268MDoFs/node 1922 · 962

1.1GDoFs/node 1924

DoFs Configuration

2.1GDoFs 325 · 641

17.2GDoFs 322 · 644

268MDoFs/node 162 · 324

1.1GDoFs/node 326

left, d = 4/k = 5; right, d = 6/k = 3.

Table 10. Partitioning the �x- and �v-triangulations on up to 3,072 Nodes with 48 Cores

Nodes 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1,024 2,048 3,072

p�x 8 12 16 24 32 48 64 96 128 192 256 384 384
p�v 6 8 12 16 24 32 48 64 96 128 192 256 384

Fig. 13. Strong and weak scaling of one Runge–Kutta step with the advection operator as right-hand side.
Each line corresponds to a weak scaling experiment with the given number of DoFs per node or to a strong
scaling experiment with the given number of DoFs, as specified in Table 9.

with 5 stages, which uses two auxiliary vectors besides the solution vector [25]. From these three
vectors, only one (auxiliary) vector has ghost values.

Figure 13 shows strong and weak scaling results of runs on SuperMUC-NG with up to 3,072
nodes with a total of 147,456 cores. We consider two configurations: “d = 4 / k = 5,” an easy
configuration, and “d = 6 / k = 3,” a demanding configuration. As examples, we present for each
configuration two strong and two weak scaling curves (see Table 9). Table 10 shows the considered
process decomposition p = p�x · p�v .

For the “d = 4 / k = 5” configuration, we observe excellent weak-scaling behavior with parallel
efficiencies of 89% and 86% for up to 2,048 nodes on the large and the small setup, respectively. We
get more than 75/80% efficiency for strong scaling up to the increase in the number of nodes by a
factor of 256. For the “d = 6 / k = 3” configuration, we see parallel efficiencies of 49/57% for weak
scaling. These values are lower than the ones in the 4D case; however, they are still very good in
the light of the immense communication amount in the 6D case: As shown in Figure 15, the ghost
data to remote nodes amounts to 29% of the solution vector in 6D and only 5% in 4D.

Finally, we analyze the drop in parallel efficiency of the weak-scaling runs of the 6D large-scale
simulations. For this, we have slightly modified the setup: we start from a configuration of 86

cells with k = 3 on one node (32 DoFs in each direction and a total number of 1.1 GDoFs). When



Fig. 14. Details on the weak scaling of a single Runge–Kutta stage of the solution of the advection equation.

doubling the number of processes, we double the number of cells in one direction, starting from
direction 1 to direction 6 (and starting over at direction 1). Each time, we double the number of cells
along a direction, we also double the number of processes in that direction, keeping the number of
processes in the other direction constant. In this way, the number of DoFs per process along �x and
�v as well as the number of ghost DoFs per process remain constant once all cells at the boundary
have periodic neighbors residing on other nodes (number of nodes ≥ 2d�x+d�v ). As a consequence,
the computational work load and the communication amount of each node are constant.

The total communication amount of the considered setup increases linearly with the number of
processes, as presented in Figure 14(a). Measurements in Figure 14(b) show that the network can
handle this increase: the data can be sent with a constant network bandwidth of 10 GB/s per node,
which is close to the theoretical 100 Gbit/s as long as the job stays on an island due to the fat-tree
network topology. Once the job stretches over multiple islands due to the pruned-tree network
architecture, we observe a bandwidth of 6 GB/s, which is related to the fact that only a small ratio
of the messages crosses island boundaries.

Figure 14(c) and 14(d) show the time spent in different sections (in the following referred to as
steps) of the advection operator. We consider the following five steps:

(1) Start the shared-memory communication and the remote communication by calling
MPI_Irecv as well as pack and send (via MPI_Isend) messages to each neighboring process



Fig. 15. Approximate memory-consumption distribution of high-dimensional advection application for
48×1024 cores.

residing on remote compute nodes. Furthermore, process S1 in the overlap of the communi-
cation and the computation strategy.

(2) Finish shared-memory communication and process S2.
(3) Finish the remote ghost-value update by waiting (with MPI_Waitall) until all messages have

been sent and received as well as process S3.
(4) Synchronize the shared-memory processes, which is needed to prevent race conditions due

to the reusage of the source vector during the subsequent Runge–Kutta update steps.
(5) Perform the remaining Runge–Kutta update steps.

Besides averaged times, the minimum and maximum times encountered on any process are shown
for each step. The times have been averaged over all Runge–Kutta stages.

On a single node, most of the time is spent for S2, since all data are available in the same shared-
memory domain. As the number of nodes increases, the time spent for S3 needing more data from
remote processes increases. The time spent for S1 is comparatively small, which can be attributed
to the fact that in 6D nearly all cells have neighbors owned by other processes.

The overall runtime increases with increasing number of nodes. In particular, the time increases
for low node numbers as new periodic neighbors are added. For high node numbers, slower com-
munication to other islands is required.

The minimum and the maximum time spent for each step differ significantly, which can be
attributed to the non-trivial communication pattern and the varying size of S2 and S3. Overall,
however, this imbalance caused by the MPI communication is not performance-hindering, as has
been demonstrated by the fact that a significant portion of the network bandwidth is used. How-
ever, one should keep this imbalance in mind and not attribute it accidentally to other sections of
the code.

5.6 Memory Consumption

Figure 15(b) shows the approximated memory consumption for a large-scale simulation from Sub-
section 5.5 (1,024 nodes, d = 6 / k = 3, 1.1 · 1012 DoFs). A total of 34.6 PB main memory from
available 98 PB is used. The largest amount of memory is occupied by the three solution vec-
tors (each. 25.4%). The two buffers for MPI communication occupy each 10.3%. One of the buffers
is attributed to the ghost-value section of the vector called tmp. The remaining data structures,
which include inter alia the mapping data, occupy only a small share (3.2%) of the main memory,
illustrating the benefit of the tensor-product approach employed by the library hyper.deal in
constructing a memory-efficient algorithm for arbitrary complex geometries for high dimensions.
As reference, the memory consumption for a 4D simulation is shown in Figure 15(a).



5.7 Largest Simulations

In order to demonstrate the large-scale suitability of our code, we have performed simulations on
3,072 compute nodes, the largest possible configuration available on the SuperMUC-NG system.
We have conducted a 6D simulation with a curved mesh, which contains 1286 = 4.4 · 1012 DoFs
(≈1.4 GDoFs/node) with a partitioning as specified in Table 10. In this case, we reached a total
throughput of 1.1 · 1012 DoFs/s. This means that each Runge–Kutta stage is processed in 3.7 s and
a complete time step consisting of 5 Runge–Kutta stages takes 19.3 s. As a reference, the largest
4D simulation run processed 1,5364 = 5.56 · 1012 DoFs with 1.9 · 1012 DoFs/s.

6 APPLICATION: VLASOV–POISSON

We now study the Vlasov–Poisson system as an application example for our library. The Vlasov
equation for electrons in a neutralizing background in the absence of magnetic fields,

∂

∂ t
f (t , �x , �v ) + �v · ∇�x f (t , �x , �v ) − �E (t , �x ) · ∇�v f (t , �x , �v ) = 0, (17)

is considered, where f (t , �x , �v ) denotes the probability density of a particle as a function of the

phase space and �E the electric field. If we define the gradient operator as ∇� := (∇�
�x
, ∇�

�v
) and

�x := (�x , �v )T , (17) can be rewritten as

∂ f (t , �x , �v )

∂ t
+

(
�v

−�E (t , �x )

)
· ∇f (t , �x , �v ) = 0. (18a)

The electric field is obtained from the Poisson problem

ρ (t , �x ) = 1 −
∫

f (t , �x , �v ) dv, −∇2
�x
ϕ (t ,x ) = ρ (t , �x ), �E (t , �x ) = −∇�xϕ (t , �x ). (18b)

For the time propagation, we use a low-storage Runge–Kutta method of order 4 with 5 stages [25].
Each stage contains the following five steps for evaluating the right-hand side:

(1) Compute the DoFs of the charge density via integration over the velocity space.
(2) Compute the right-hand side for the Poisson equation.
(3) Solve the Poisson equation for ϕ.

(4) Compute �E from ϕ.
(5) Apply the advection operator.

Step (5) is a dx� + dv� -dimensional problem, and Steps (2)–(4) are dx� -dimensional problems. Step (1) 
reduces information from the phase space to the configuration space.

6.1 Implementation Details

The advection step (Step (5)) relies on the advection operator analyzed in Section 5. The constant 
velocity field function a� is replaced by the function a�(t , x�,v�)� =  ( v��, −E�(t , x�)�). The evaluation 
of v� at a quadrature point can be queried from a low-dimensional FEM library in v�-space. Similarly, 
E� is independent of the velocity v� and can be precomputed once at each Runge–Kutta stage for 
all quadrature points in the x�-space. Exploiting these relations, we never compute the dx� + dv� -

dimensional velocity field, but compose the dx�- and dv� -information on the fly, just as  we  did in 
the case of the mapping. Since the data to be loaded per quadrature point is negligible (see also 
the reasoning regarding the Jacobian matrices in Subsection 3.3), the throughput of the advection 
operator is weakly effected by the variable velocity field.



Fig. 16. Weak scaling of a single Runge–Kutta stage of the solution of the Vlasov–Poisson equations on
a hypercube. The average (dashed), averaged minimum and averaged maximum runtime of each step are
indicated. Additionally, the total runtime is shown with bullets and in the table.

For the solution of the Poisson problem

(∇�xψ ,∇�xϕ)�x = (ψ , ρ)�x , (19)

with ψ denoting the test functions, we utilize a matrix-free geometric multigrid solver from
deal.II, which uses a Chebyshev smoother with polynomial degree 5 [1] and has settings similar
to [14, 33]. The Poisson problem is solved up to a relative tolerance of 10−4 by each process group
with a constant velocity grid (see row_comm in Subsection 3.2). The result of this is that the solution
ϕ is available on each process without the need for an additional broadcast step.

The integration of f over the velocity space is implemented via an MPI_Allreduce operation
over all processes with the same �x grid partition (i.e., colomn_comm) so that the resulting ρ is
available on all processes. We have verified our implementation with a simulation of the Landau
damping problem as in [27].

6.2 Weak Scaling

We perform a weak-scaling experiment for the 6D Vlasov–Poisson system, starting from a config-
uration of 86 cells with k = 3 on one node. When doubling the number of processes, we double
the number of cells in one direction as in Subsection 5.5.

Figure 16 shows the scaling of Steps 1–5 of one Runge–Kutta stage. We can see that the total
computing time is dominated by the 6D-advection step, which we have analyzed earlier.

Step 1, which reduces f to ρ, becomes increasingly important as the problem size and the par-
allelism increase. In this step, an all-reduction is performed over process groups with constant p�x
coordinate in the process grid (called comm_column in Subsection 3.2). The amount of data sent
by each process corresponds to the number of DoFs in �x-direction of one process and is thus the
same in every experiment. The total amount of data sent/received is therefore proportional to the
total number of processes, while the number of reduction steps is only O (log(p�v )). The scaling
experiment shows that the time needed by Step 1 generally increases with the number of nodes
and that this step has the worst scaling behavior. We also note that the process grid is designed to
optimize the communication of the advection step so that communication patterns of other steps
might be suboptimal due to shared-memory blocking, see Figure 4.



Fig. 17. Coarse grid of the “torus ⊗ sphere”-simulation. The torus consists of 30 and the sphere of 32 cells.
Curved surface descriptions are used to derive a high-order mapping of the curved surfaces.

Table 11. Weak Scaling of the Problem Size of 1.00e+09 DoFs per Node

#Nodes
#DoFs

Total time per stage [s]
x v x ⊗ v

2 122.9k 16.4k 2.0G 1.23
16 122.9k 131.1k 16.1G 1.53
128 983.0k 131.1k 128.8G 1.67

1,024 983.0k 1.0M 1.0T 2.03

Steps 2–4 are 3D problems, which are mostly negligible. Only the Poisson solver (Step 3) has 
some impact on the total computing time. Let us note that the 3D parts are solved pv� times on all 
subcommunicators (called comm_row in Subsection 3.2) with constant pv� coordinate.

6.3 Tensor Product of a Torus and a Sphere

We conclude this section by presenting timings for simulations conducted on the tensor product of 
a torus and a sphere, a prototype of a complex geometry needed for the simulation of a Tokamak.

The torus has a major radius of 6.2 and a minor radius of 2.0; the sphere has a radius of 5.0. The 
coarse grid of both 3D geometries is shown in Figure 17. The curved surfaces are described by 
analytical manifolds according to the model described in [19] and extended into the interior of the 
computational domain with transfinite interpolation [16]. The analytical geometry representation 
is queried for the position of mesh vertices during mesh refinement and for auxiliary points of 
polynomial mappings to enable a high-order curvilinear geometry description. The final mesh is 
obtained by uniform global refinement of each 3D geometry.

We apply a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on all surfaces in phase space and a 
homogeneous Neumann boundary condition in the case of the Poisson problem.

The timings of a weak scaling experiment are presented in Table 11. The fact that the timings are 
comparable with those of a high-dimensional hypercube with periodic boundaries, as presented 
in Figure 16, verifies that the proposed algorithms are indeed generic and efficient for  complex 
unstructured meshes and for more complex boundary conditions.

7 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have presented the finite-element l ibrary h yper.deal, w hich e fficiently sol ves high-
dimensional partial differential equations on complex geometries with high-order DG methods. 
It constructs a high-dimensional triangulation via the tensor product of distributed triangulations 
with dimensions up to three from the low-dimensional FEM library deal.II and solves the given



partial differential equation with sum-factorization-based matrix-free operator evaluation. To re-
duce the memory consumption and the communication overhead, we use a new vector type, which
is built around the shared-memory features from MPI-3.0. The proposed algorithms are aligned
with the architecture of current pre-exascale machines with high FLOP-per-byte ratios and are
expected to also run efficiently on projected exascale machines.

We have compared the node-level performance of the default configuration of hyper.deal with
alternative algorithms, which are specialized for Cartesian and affine meshes or use collocation in-
tegration schemes. Even though the proposed algorithms are not primarily limited by the raw
memory bandwidth, our studies reveal that loading less mapping data is most beneficial to im-
prove the performance, and, to a lesser extent, reducing the number of sum-factorization sweeps
is beneficial, too. To utilize these advantages on a broader set of configurations, we plan to look into
computing the low-dimensional mapping information on the fly and study the benefits of increas-
ing the cache locality during sum-factorization sweeps by a suitable hierarchical cache-oblivious
blocking strategy.

Furthermore, we have studied the reduction of the working set of “vectorization over elements”
by processing fewer cells in parallel as SIMD lanes would allow. Since we observed the benefit of
this approach for 6D and polynomial orders higher than three, we intend to investigate “vectoriza-
tion within an element” as an alternative vectorization approach in the future.

All simulations have been run on uniformly refined meshes. In future work, we will target the ex-
tension of the presented algorithms to adaptively refined meshes. Generic low-dimensional finite-
element implementations perform interpolations across hanging nodes, involving a tensor product
of interpolation matrices on half the reference interval for a 2:1 mesh ratio plus some changes to
the neighbor data access. One could even go beyond the use of a single mesh by combining the
meshes for different refinement level pairs (“slices”) of the phase space, requiring that each “slice”
is treated on its own with the presented tensor-product approach and “slices” are glued together by
special-purpose coupling operators. While the implementation is not trivial, we believe that it only
involves changes in the vector access and possibly in the MPI partitioning of the low-dimensional
meshes, with the general interface of the library remaining unmodified.

The high degree of optimization of our implementation together with the features offered by
deal.II regarding meshes of complex geometry and refinement paves the way to exploring the
physics of fusion plasmas with this novel library also on future exascale machines.

APPENDIX

The following code snippets give implementation details on the new shared-memory modus of
the vector class dealii::LinearAlgebra::distributed::Vector, which is built around MPI-
3.0 features (see Section 4).

A new MPI communicator comm_sm, which consists of processes from the communicator comm
that have access to the same shared memory, can be created via:

MPI_Comm_split_type ( comm , MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED , rank , MPI_INFO_NULL , &comm_sm ) ;

We recommend to create this communicator only once globally during setup and pass it to the
vector.

The following code snippet shows the simplified allocation routines of the vector class for the
value type T and the size _local_size+_ghost_size:



MPI_Win win ; / / window

T ∗ data_this ; / / p o i n t e r t o l o c a l l y −owned d a t a

std : : vector <T ∗ > data_others ; / / p o i n t e r s t o s h a r e d d a t a

/ / c o n f i g u r e s h a r e d memory

MPI_Info info ;

MPI_Info_create (&info ) ;

MPI_Info_set ( info , " a l l o c _ s h a r e d _ n o n c o n t i g " , " t r u e " ) ;

/ / a l l o c a t e s h a r e d memory

MPI_Win_allocate_shared ( ( _local_size + _ghost_size ) ∗ s i z e o f ( T ) , s i z e o f ( T ) ,

info , comm_sm , &data_this , &win ) ;

/ / g e t p o i n t e r s t o the s h a r e d d a t a owned by the p r o c e s s e s i s same sm domain

data_others . resize ( size_sm ) ;

f o r ( i n t i = 0 , i n t disp_unit , MPI_Aint ssize ; i < size_sm ; i++)

MPI_Win_shared_query ( win , i , &ssize , &disp_unit , &data_others [ i ] ) ;

Assert ( data_this==data_others [ rank_sm ] ) ;

Once the data is not needed anymore, the window has to be freed, which also frees the locally-
owned data:

MPI_Win_free (&win )
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